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Abstract. The major concept of the Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS) network uses the Label Switch Path (LSP) technique that pro-
vides high performance in packet delivery without routing table lookup.
Nevertheless, it needs more overhead to rebuild a new path when occur-
ring link failure in the MPLS network. In this paper, we propose an effi-
cient fast path recovery mechanism, which employs the Diffusing Update
Algorithm (DUAL) to establish the working and backup paths concur-
rently and modify the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) to establish the
LSP by using Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP).
Simulation results show that the proposed mechanism not only improves
resource utilization but provides shorter path recovery time than the
end-to-end recovery mechanism.

1 Introduction

In connectionless network protocols, an independent forwarding decision is made
in each switch router when a packet is delivered from one router to next router.
Traditionally, in the IP network, each router runs a network layer routing algo-
rithm (e.g., Dijkstra algorithm) for supporting route setup procedure. Current
routing algorithm, despite being robust and survivable, can take a substantial
amount of time to recovery when a failure occurs, which can be on the order
from several seconds to minutes and can cause serious disruption of service in the
interim. This is unacceptable for many applications that require highly reliable
service. Thus, the Internet service provider may need an efficient path protection
mechanism to minimize the recovery time when link failure, and maximize the
network reliability and survivability.

Path-oriented technologies such as Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS),
which is described in the RFC3031 of Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [4,
8], can be used to enhance the reliability of IP networks. A fundamental concept
of MPLS networks, which consists of Label Edge Routers (LERs) around a core
of meshed Label Switching Routers (LSRs), is to use small labels for routing.
In order to carry the same labeled traffic in MPLS networks, a label assignment



distribution scheme, Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) [1], is taken to establish
the Label Switched Path (LSP) beforehand.

To protect an LSP in MPLS networks, a protection LSP is proposed to
establish the working and backup paths at the same time in the initial setup
process. When a network failure is detected, the MPLS will perform a path
recovery mechanism by only switching working traffic onto the backup path.
However, this recovery mechanism does not switch the working path to backup
path efficiently and leads the degradation of network performance due to its
long processing delay. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a fast path recovery
mechanism, which employs the Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol
(EIGRP) and the Diffusing Update Algorithm (DUAL) [5] together, to find the
working and backup paths simultaneously and modify the LDP to establish the
LSP by using the routing table of EIGRP. Moreover, the proposed path recovery
mechanism would not occupy any available bandwidth in MPLS networks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
proposed recovery mechanism in details. The simulation models and results are
shown in Section 3. Finally, we give some conclusions in Section 4.

2 The Fast Path Recovery Mechanism

2.1 An Overview

The IETF has proposed two types of recovery models for the MPLS-based LSP:
the protected switching model and the rerouting model [2, 6, 10]. However, there
are two critical drawbacks that can be improved. One drawback is that the setup
process needs at least two round-trip times to establish the working and backup
paths. Another drawback is that the backup path cannot be found from the
routing table due to its limited information. To overcome these drawbacks, we
use the DUAL to converge after an arbitrary sequence of link cost or topological
changes in a finite time and guarantee a loop-free routing. And employ the
EIGRP, which is the Cisco proprietary protocol and a modified protocol stack
of the MPLS, to establish working and backup paths by using the information
of the successor and feasible successor indicated in EIGRP routing table.

2.2 The Recovery Mechanism

In the proposed LDP, we added additional parameters to the optional parameters
field each of the label request message (LRM) and the label mapping message
(LMM), which is shown in Fig. 1. The LRM contains a successor LRM (SLRM)
and a feasible successor LRM (FSLRM), respectively. The SLRM is used to re-
quest the label of working path according to the successor of routing table and
FSLRM is used to request label of backup path according to the feasible suc-
cessor of routing table. The LMM contains the successor LMM and the feasible
successor LMM, which are used to map label of working path and backup path,
respectively. In addition, shown in Table 1, the Label Information Base (LIB)
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Fig. 1. The packet format of LRM and LMM.

Table 1. An Example of modified LIB

LER S

In/I In/L FEC Out/I Out/L State

1 21 active
0 25 163.25.101

2 20 backup

is modified to add an additional state field to record which label is assigned to
working path or backup path.

Fig. 2 shows the proposed LDP algorithm in details. An example of using
the proposed algorithm is given in Fig. 3. The Fig. 3(b) shows our recovery
mechanism is belong to the protection switch model with partial backup. When
some links of the working path experience failure, it can switch over the backup
path rapidly since it does not need to send a notification to the source node.

3 Simulation Results

In this section, we evaluated the performance of proposed mechanism by carrying
out simulation studies on regular network topologies in different mesh sizes: 5x10,
5x15, 5x20, 5x25, 5x30, 5x35 and 5x40, respectively. We also implemented the
end-to-end backup scheme to compare its performance in terms of average path
restoration time, throughput, average LSP establishing time, average resource
consumption, and average hop counts of backup path.

The network topology is a partial mesh topology as shown in Fig. 4. The
bandwidth of each link is set as 10 units and the link delay time is dependent
on link cost. Thus, the link delay along any link is proportional to its link cost.
The traffic arrival rate is constant and maximum transmitting unit is fixed with
1,500 bytes.



Input: (G, V , start node, end node, RT )
Output: Working path, backup path, and all of the LIBs
Begin

For each vertexes V
If neither a start node nor a end node

If receive the successor label request message
send SLRM to successor of its RT .
send FSLRM to feasible successor of its RT .

Else If receive the feasible successor label request message
send FSLRM to successor of its RT .

Else If receive the successor label mapping message
send SLMM to previous node which sent the SLRM to it.
put the assigned label to the outgoing label space and mark “active”.

Else If receive the feasible successor label mapping message
send FSLMM to previous node that send FSLRM to this node.
put the assigned label to the outgoing label space and mark “backup”.

Else If this node is a start node
If receive the successor label mapping message

put the assigned label to the outgoing label space and mark “active”.
Else If receive the feasible successor label mapping message

put the assigned label to the outgoing label space and mark “backup”.
Else

send SLRM to successor of its RT .
send FSLRM to feasible successor of its RT .

Else If this node is a end node
If receive the successor label request message

reply SLMM to previous node that send SLRM to destination node.
put the assigned label to the incoming label space and mark “active”.

Else If receive the feasible successor label request message
reply FSLMM to previous node that send FSLRM to destination node.
put the assigned label to the incoming label space and mark “backup”.

End

Fig. 2. The algorithm of modified LDP

In Fig. 5, we compare the packet delivery ratio of our scheme with the end-
to-end backup scheme’s by varying the mesh size. We can see that both packet
delivery ratios of proposed scheme and end-to-end scheme degrades when the the
size of mesh increases. This is because that the end-to-end scheme performs the
path recovery mechanism after a link failure is detected. On the contrary, in our
scheme, a backup path is established with the working path simultaneously and,
therefore, the path recovery time will be minimized. As a result, many packets
will be queued in buffer and wait for another available route to the destination.
This drawback will degrade the performance of MPLS networks.

Fig. 6 shows the comparison of average restoration (path recovery) time of
two schemes. The path restoration time of the end-to-end backup scheme is
getting longer with the length of working path due to the end-to-end rerouting
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Fig. 3. An example of the LSP establishment by proposed LDP.

mechanism. However, the path restoration time of our scheme is a placid curve
and keeps around 3µs since it has a pre-established backup path.

In addition, the establish time of LSP in our proposed scheme is half of the
end-to-end backup scheme since our scheme establishes working path and backup
path simultaneously as shown in Fig. 7. Moreover, the end-to-end backup scheme
must use two round-trip times to establish working path and backup path.

We observe the number of packet loss in end-to-end scheme and proposed
scheme by varying the working path lengths. Fig. 8 shows the derived packet loss
by sending 500 packets to a fixed destination. The average packet loss of proposed
scheme does not exceed 10 packets since the backup path is pre-established. On
the contrary, the number of packet loss of end-to-end scheme increases propor-
tionally with the working path length due to a long delay of path recovery.

The curve of proposed scheme is going to up and down since current situation
of EIGRP routing table might have the feasible successor or not. Thus, the
resource consumption and backup path hop counts are depending on the number
of feasible successors of the node in working path as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a fast path recovery mechanism for LDP in MPLS networks is pre-
sented and investigated. The proposed mechanism using routing table of EIGRP



Fig. 4. An Example of mesh topology size with 5x10.
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Fig. 5. The comparison of packet delivery ratio of proposed scheme and end-to-end
backup scheme by varying the mesh size.

base on Diffusing Update Algorithm (DUAL) can converge rapidly of finding
the working and backup paths. This mechanism not only improves resource uti-
lization but provides faster failure recovery time than the end-to-end recovery
mechanism. Simulation results show that the proposed mechanism can fast mi-
grate ongoing data streaming to pre-established backup path efficiently without
wasting bandwidth. This mechanism enable MPLS networks to provide high
quality-of-service (QoS) applications sufficiently.
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Fig. 8. The comparison of average packet loss of proposed scheme and end-to-end
backup scheme by varying working path length.
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Fig. 9. The comparison of average resources consumption of proposed scheme and
end-to-end backup scheme by varying working path length.
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Fig. 10. The comparison of average hop counts of backup path of proposed scheme
and end-to-end backup scheme by varying working path length.


